
The mother of struggles 
 
Famine and poverty are unusual fare for children’s 
theatre but Peppina vs Mrs Kafoops: an eggventure, 
manages to draw attention to these ever present 
social dilemmas with both love and humour. 
 
In this production first time Fringe artist Marina 
Barbaro creates a setting which explores poverty, 
migration and the mythical Australian bush. 
 
It’s a show about new experiences which fits in 
nicely with this year’s festival slogan ‘Experience 
something new’. 
 
The show weaves universal themes of hardship into a visual tale 
about two struggling mothers. One is the very human and very resourceful Peppina desperately trying 
to feed her baby with an egg. The other is Mrs Kafoops a very unlikely chicken who desperately wants 
to become a mother hen. 
 
Add to the mix a spirited and watchful kookaburra named Val and you have the makings of mayhem. 
It’s a battle of wills as the mothers scramble for the egg. 
 
But behind the play’s participatory fun and frivolity are poignant reminders for today’s younger brood 
of the displacement that is all too common in the world. 
 
Marina’s grandparents, who fled the economic hardships of southern Italy following World War II, 
inspired the story.  
 
“We’ll be in the middle of an incredible home-made feast and Nonna will tell us about how they ate 
orange peels for lack of any other food,” says Marina. 
 
“It’s hard to imagine what that’s like in the face of all we have now. But, unfortunately poverty and 
hunger are still a reality in many parts of the world as well as within our community.” 
 
“Peppina’s story teaches us about humanity and compassion. Young audiences can explore concepts in 
a space where they are encouraged to not only feel but also think and respond.” 
 
A recent U.S. study* explored the impact of live theatre among young audiences and discovered it led 
to an increase in tolerance.  
 
“It’s a wonderful thing to engage with the natural curiosity of a child. So our aim is to create a show 
which is fun while also allowing children to explore some important concepts,” says Marina.  
 
For more details contact Marina Barbaro 
0426 974 431   
missmazzystar@gmail.com   
 
Facebook  Website Fringe TIX 
 
Peppina vs Mrs Kafoops: an eggventure  @ Gluttony - La Petite Grande   
21-22, 27-28 Feb, 1 Mar at 12.45pm  All Tix $15 Family $50 
 
* Source: University of Arkansas 

Marina Barbaro as Peppina with her Nonna 
Giuseppina who inspired the play 
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